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Alice was a good girl her entire life. She went to college, had a job at a local coffee shop, and got
good grades, but she was alone. With her parents having passed away a year prior, and no friends
to speak of, she didnâ€™t realize how much of a target she had become. Blessed with classic good
looks, and a flawless and petite figure eight, she was every young manâ€™s dream, but had time for
none. Damon was pressed for training a new girl for the exhibition. His job was to get the right girls
for the right men, and he had to show future clientele that he could get their wildest fantasies and
make them a reality with a little training. With the clock ticking, he chooses Alice the moment their
eyes meet and his fingers graze hers as she hands over that tall espresso. Those beautiful, doe like
eyes are none the wiser, and he plans to keep it that way until the moment sheâ€™s too far in the
rabbit hole to dart back out again. ~ 3 BONUS STORIES INCLUDED ~WARNING: Explicit Content!
Only For A Mature AUDIENCE (18 & Older)
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Training In Lust -- Well, the title alone is enough proof that this will be a hot reading experience. And
it was. I find this book entertaining too, although this topic is not really something I always read.

Coming across this book has been one rare moment because I really find it interesting to read on
some dark erotica stories. The word choice has just been perfect to make the story more
convincing. Overall, reading about Alice has been worth it.

Spoiler Ahead This book was shorter than it says. This was a quick read that I liked and wanted
more of. Alice is a good girl she is in college she has a job but she has no friends and her parents
died a year before she is alone in the world. Damon's job is stealing and training girls for rich guys
to do whatever they want to them. When he meets Alice and looks in to her eyes he knows that he
will take her. This was my first time reading this author the book was hot and full of lust and sexy
scenes. The book was well written with no errors in grammar or spelling I just wanted more of it.

Great short story. I especially love it that it doesn't over do the "feeling" of the characters. A lot of
erotica books do and I start tuning out. I mean how many times do you want to listen to the
characters analyzing the same feelings over and over. I just want a good story without all the
feelings and this is that book. I love how he tries to turn everything on her at the end and she just
doesn't give a s***. Can wait to read the next book of this author.

This book is hard rock erotica! I really enjoyed it and made me lust for more. There are few books
here and everyone is different in their own way, but what remains the same is the steamy, hot,
lustful encounters or should I say romances that I loved! If you're into this kinds of books i highly
recommend it.

Of all the fiction books I have read this week, I think I got hooked with this book. This is because it
has a good story line and the characters, Alice and Damon, are very interesting. The twist has also
been a little different for me. It has touched a part of me that interests me more. Yes, this has
definitely been a worthy read.

I was curious about Dark Erotica, so I grabbed this book just to see what some of my friends keep
talking about. Makes 50 shades of grey turn into a sweet romance novel after reading this book.
Well, to be honest, despite some hard core scenes, I had moments when I got turned on. Sexy,
steamy, exciting kind of book. Perfect for a lazy weekend reading.

Extremely hot sexy experience that you are going to have. This book is surprisingly make your body

feel sexy and steamy. The author have made such a novel that will surely make everyone crave for
more. You will surely going to be astounded every time you read the sexy scenes. A kind of
entertainment that you would not want to miss. Your imagination will surely going to run wild when
you read this one. A very nice novel and you will not be sorry in having it.
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